
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

HOSPITAL & AGED CARE 

BEDSIDE LOCKERS 



 

Model 303 
Premium Bedside Locker  
 

This modern bedside locker is lightweight and functionally appropriate for Hospital and 
Aged Care. This cabinet has a top lockable drawer providing secure storage for 
medication or for valuable personal belongings. Master keys can be provided if 
required. The cabinet also features a larger bottom drawer for storage of larger items. 
The overall design is modern and versatile, able to fit in well with any room décor. This 
bedside cabinet is strong and durable and fitted with four castors that make it easy to 
manoeuvre the cabinet over a variety of indoor floor surfaces such as carpet, laminate 
and concrete floor. 
 
Standard Dimensions:  W: 450mm - D: 500mm - H: 820mm 
 

Popular Colours:    Maple    Beech       Grey   Beige 

 
You can choose from our existing range or have it resized or custom made to your specification. 

Model 302 
Premium Bedside Locker  
 

This modern bedside locker is lightweight and functionally appropriate for Hospital and 
Aged Care. This bedside cabinet features two top lockable drawers providing secure 
storage for medication and for valuable personal belongings. Master keys can be 
provided if required. The cabinet also features a larger bottom drawer for storage of 
larger items. 
The overall design is modern and versatile, able to fit in well with any room décor. 
This bedside cabinet is strong and durable and fitted with four castors that make it 
easy to manoeuvre the cabinet over a variety of indoor floor surfaces such as carpet, 
laminate and concrete floor. 
 
Standard Dimensions:  W: 450mm - D: 500mm - H: 820mm 
 

Popular Colours:    Maple    Beech       Grey   Beige 

 
You can choose from our existing range or have it resized or custom made to your specification. 

Model 304 
Premium Bedside Locker  
 

This modern bedside locker is lightweight and functionally appropriate for Hospital and 
Aged Care. This cabinet has a top lockable drawer providing secure storage for 
medication or for valuable personal belongings. Master keys can be provided if 
required. The cabinet also features four drawers of equal size. 
The overall design is modern and versatile, able to fit in well with any room décor. This 
bedside cabinet is strong and durable and fitted with four castors that make it easy to 
manoeuvre the cabinet over a variety of indoor floor surfaces such as carpet, laminate 
and concrete floor. 
 
Standard Dimensions:  W: 450mm - D: 500mm - H: 820mm 
 

Popular Colours:    Maple    Beech       Grey   Beige 

 
You can choose from our existing range or have it resized or custom made to your specification. 

Model 301 
Premium Bedside Locker  
 

This modern bedside locker is lightweight and functionally appropriate for Hospital and 
Aged Care. This bedside cabinet features two top lockable drawers providing secure 
storage for medication and for valuable personal belongings. Master keys can be 
provided if required. The cabinet also features three drawers of equal size. The overall 
design is modern and versatile, able to fit in well with any room décor. This bedside 
cabinet is strong and durable and fitted with four castors that make it easy to 
manoeuvre the cabinet over a variety of indoor floor surfaces such as carpet, laminate 
and concrete floor. 
 
Standard Dimensions:  W: 450mm - D: 500mm - H: 820mm 
 

Popular Colours:    Maple    Beech       Grey   Beige 

 
You can choose from our existing range or have it resized or custom made to your specification. 

 Hospital & Aged Care Bedside Lockers Manufacturers Since 1967 



 

EVO THREE 
HPL Bedside Cabinet  
 

EVO Australia is our premium range and is made with Formica® Protec+™ 
Antimicrobial High Pressure Laminate (HPL), that has been tested and proven 
effective against a wide range of microbes and that comes with a 10 year warranty. 
HPL is water and fire resistant, impact and scratch resistant and has the ability to 
withstand fading from harsh hospital grade chemicals. The cabinet is bound together 
with a modern aluminium frame, encompasses advanced hardware and fitted with 
heavy duty hospital grade castors.  
 
 
Standard Dimensions:  W: 480mm - D: 480mm - H: 750mm 
 

Popular Colours:    Maple    Beech       Grey   Beige 

 
You can choose from our existing range or have it resized or custom made to your specification. 

EVO FIVE 
HPL Bedside Cabinet  
 

EVO Australia is our premium range and is made with Formica® Protec+™ 
Antimicrobial High Pressure Laminate (HPL), that has been tested and proven 
effective against a wide range of microbes and that comes with a 10 year warranty. 
HPL is water and fire resistant, impact and scratch resistant and has the ability to 
withstand fading from harsh hospital grade chemicals. The cabinet is bound together 
with a modern aluminium frame, encompasses advanced hardware and fitted with 
heavy duty hospital grade castors. 
 
 
 
Standard Dimensions:  W: 480mm - D: 480mm - H: 750mm 
 

Popular Colours:    Maple    Beech       Grey   Beige 

 
You can choose from our existing range or have it resized or custom made to your specification. 

EVO FOUR 
HPL Bedside Cabinet  
 

EVO Australia is our premium range and is made with Formica® Protec+™ 
Antimicrobial High Pressure Laminate (HPL), that has been tested and proven 
effective against a wide range of microbes and that comes with a 10 year warranty. 
HPL is water and fire resistant, impact and scratch resistant and has the ability to 
withstand fading from harsh hospital grade chemicals. The cabinet is bound together 
with a modern aluminium frame, encompasses advanced hardware and fitted with 
heavy duty hospital grade castors. 
 
 
Standard Dimensions:  W: 480mm - D: 480mm - H: 750mm 
 

Popular Colours:    Maple    Beech       Grey   Beige 

 
You can choose from our existing range or have it resized or custom made to your specification. 

EVO SIX 
HPL Bedside Cabinet  
 

EVO Australia is our premium range and is made with Formica® Protec+™ 
Antimicrobial High Pressure Laminate (HPL), that has been tested and proven 
effective against a wide range of microbes and that comes with a 10 year warranty. 
HPL is water and fire resistant, impact and scratch resistant and has the ability to 
withstand fading from harsh hospital grade chemicals. The cabinet is bound together 
with a modern aluminium frame, encompasses advanced hardware and fitted with 
heavy duty hospital grade castors. 
 
 
Standard Dimensions:  W: 480mm - D: 480mm - H: 750mm 
 

Popular Colours:    Maple    Beech       Grey   Beige 

 
You can choose from our existing range or have it resized or custom made to your specification. 

 Hospital & Aged Care Bedside Lockers Manufacturers Since 1967 



 

Model 303H 
Economy Bedside Locker  
 

This modern bedside locker is lightweight and functionally appropriate for Hospital and 
Aged Care. This cabinet has a top lockable drawer providing secure storage for 
medication or for valuable personal belongings. Master keys can be provided if 
required. The cabinet also features a larger bottom drawer for storage of larger items. 
The overall design is modern and versatile, able to fit in well with any room décor. This 
bedside cabinet is strong and durable and fitted with four castors that make it easy to 
manoeuvre the cabinet over a variety of indoor floor surfaces such as carpet, laminate 
and concrete floor. This is an imported product. 
 
Standard Dimensions:  W: 450mm - D: 500mm - H: 820mm 
 

Popular Colours:    Maple    Beech       Grey   Beige 

 
You can choose from our existing range or have it resized or custom made to your specification. 

Model 302H 
Economy Bedside Locker  
 

This modern bedside locker is lightweight and functionally appropriate for Hospital and 
Aged Care. This bedside cabinet features two top lockable drawers providing secure 
storage for medication and for valuable personal belongings. Master keys can be 
provided if required. The cabinet also features a larger bottom drawer for storage of 
larger items. 
The overall design is modern and versatile, able to fit in well with any room décor. 
This bedside cabinet is strong and durable and fitted with four castors that make it 
easy to manoeuvre the cabinet over a variety of indoor floor surfaces such as carpet, 
laminate and concrete floor. This is an imported product. 
 
Standard Dimensions:  W: 450mm - D: 500mm - H: 820mm 
 

Popular Colours:    Maple    Beech       Grey   Beige 

 
You can choose from our existing range or have it resized or custom made to your specification. 

Model 304H 
Economy Bedside Locker  
 

This modern bedside locker is lightweight and functionally appropriate for Hospital and 
Aged Care. This cabinet has a top lockable drawer providing secure storage for 
medication or for valuable personal belongings. Master keys can be provided if 
required. The cabinet also features four drawers of equal size. 
The overall design is modern and versatile, able to fit in well with any room décor. This 
bedside cabinet is strong and durable and fitted with four castors that make it easy to 
manoeuvre the cabinet over a variety of indoor floor surfaces such as carpet, laminate 
and concrete floor. This is an imported product. 
 
Standard Dimensions:  W: 450mm - D: 500mm - H: 820mm 
 

Popular Colours:    Maple    Beech       Grey   Beige 

 
You can choose from our existing range or have it resized or custom made to your specification. 

Model 301H 
Economy Bedside Locker  
 

This modern bedside locker is lightweight and functionally appropriate for Hospital and 
Aged Care. This bedside cabinet features two top lockable drawers providing secure 
storage for medication and for valuable personal belongings. Master keys can be 
provided if required. The cabinet also features three drawers of equal size. The overall 
design is modern and versatile, able to fit in well with any room décor. This bedside 
cabinet is strong and durable and fitted with four castors that make it easy to 
manoeuvre the cabinet over a variety of indoor floor surfaces such as carpet, laminate 
and concrete floor. This is an imported product. 
 
Standard Dimensions:  W: 450mm - D: 500mm - H: 820mm 
 

Popular Colours:    Maple    Beech       Grey   Beige 

 
You can choose from our existing range or have it resized or custom made to your specification. 

 Hospital & Aged Care Bedside Lockers Manufacturers Since 1967 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

      www.codacare.com.au                   1800 771 381                     sales@codacare.com.au             


